
9/1/92 

Dear Us. ho,me, 

To the best of ray knowledge the OUS r:fords were inhaj.ted by the CIA and inseTar 

as they can be obtained under the POLL, yau should be able to get copies of those for 

which no FULL exemption is elairaed. 

- leLow that I got some relating tonfron the Coordinator of Information's files, 

which OS:; inherited, fron the at t. 

I also got some of my U..1,, personnal recprdo from it. 

Some of the records relating to military personnel in particular should be 

available from that vast a -"ouis Lai. deposit. 

Which did have a serious fire several yenrs ago. 

Best 	s 'she, 

Harold Weisbelz 
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ALICE KOONE 
P.O. BOX 6411 
ANNAPOLIS, MAR:LIAO 21401-0411 

August 26, 1992 

Cr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Maryland 21702 

Hear Sir: 

August 16, 1992 - Sunday Sun carried an article "Author of 6 books on Kennedy slaying 
leaving his life's work to Hood College - Deb Riechmann. 

The article says you were in the Office of Strategic Services. And it says you try 
to answer questions posed to you. 

I need to know the present location of the Records of the Office of Strategic services 
- the wartime operations; and the Records prior to WWII including the period from 
-vALI to the official disclosure of the creation of the Agency during WWII. 
Can you give me any information on either of the Time frame Records present location ? 

I am aware that the records were sent to the U.S. Army, then to the bepartment of State, 
then allegedly to the CIA from there it is any body's guess. 

I have, also, done some investigation along the JFK murder ring; however, my information 
clearly shows the Russian double agents ring from as early as the beginnings of 1920 
and the COMPLETE infiltration of the RUSSIAN AGENCY into the U.S. Government; as well as 
the matter involving the Lindberg kidnapping where the Russian Agency was directly identified. 

Thanks for your information, 

Very truly yours, 
7 

r' 

Alice Koone 


